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EPA scientists' dicamba input went unheeded
Emails show agency pared 443-foot buffers to 57 feet
by Stephen Steed | November 21, 2018 at 4:30 a.m.
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FILE - East Arkansas farmer Reed Storey shows the damage from dicamba to one of his soybean plants in Marvell,
Ark., in July 2017. (AP Photo/Andrew DeMillo File)

Scientists with the federal Environmental Protection Agency

recommended restrictions on dicamba use that the agency ultimately

ignored when it recently allowed for the spraying of the herbicide on

soybeans and cotton for another two years.

Little Rock police rescue person who
threatened to jump from downtown
bridge
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Emails obtained by the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette through a Freedom of

Information Act request show that EPA scientists on Oct. 5 sought 443-

foot in-field buffers between areas where dicamba is sprayed and where

there may be endangered species.
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Those buffers, instead, were set at 57 feet in new regulations announced

on Oct. 31 by Andrew Wheeler, the EPA's acting administrator.

The EPA also retained 110-foot downwind buffers from dicamba

regulations that began expiring this month and said the new 57-foot

buffers for the other sides of the field will provide adequate protection

for endangered species. Only certified applicators can spray dicamba, and

it is their responsibility to check an EPA website to determine the

presence of endangered species, the EPA said.

Scientists with the agency's Environmental Fate and Effects Division, or

EFED, sought the 443-foot buffers, according to documents obtained

from the University of Arkansas System's Division of Agriculture through

the state's open-records law.

The issue of buffers is but one among many in a controversy in which EPA

critics say science has been disregarded by the agency and, in some cases,

by regulators in states where soybeans are grown.
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Thousands of complaints have been filed in several states the past two

years alleging that dicamba damaged millions of acres of soybeans and

other crops and vegetation susceptible to the weedkiller.

Critics say the EPA's latest restrictions and applicator-training programs,

such as those established by dicamba's manufacturers, still do not

address the herbicide's "volatility," or its ability to lift off plants as a vapor

or gas hours or days after being applied and move to fields even miles

away.

EPA representatives visited seven states this summer, held a series of

conference calls with weed scientists, state regulators and

representatives of the pesticide-industry, and collected data from several

field trials conducted the past two years as the agency considered

dicamba's future.

While acknowledging that some 1,400 complaints have been made this

year of damage to crops and to non-agriculture vegetation in several

states, the EPA said dicamba's effectiveness against weeds now resistant

to other herbicides outweighed the risks.

OFF TARGET

In a statement Tuesday, the EPA said its final decision was based on its

scientists' recommendations, along with other information from "state

regulators, farmers, academic researchers, pesticide manufacturers and

other stakeholders." The agency said the draft recommendation obtained

by the Democrat-Gazette "was preliminary in nature" but didn't specify

whether, or how, the scientists' recommendation had changed.

In its Freedom of Information request, the Democrat-Gazette received a

few hundred pages of documents, with most being paper copies of

READ MORE
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PowerPoint presentations of UA field trials and a dicamba-related thesis

by a UA student and doctoral candidate, all of which UA shared with the

EPA this summer.

The larger buffers recommended by the EPA scientists arose from the

work of Jason Norsworthy, UA professor and weed scientist who ran a

large-scale field trial on a 240-acre commercial soybean field this summer

to test for dicamba's off-target movement, whether by physical drift as it

was being sprayed or by post-application volatility. Earlier this year,

Norsworthy was named a Fellow by the Weed Science Society of

America, its highest honor, and won its award for top research in 2017.

Monsanto, now owned by Bayer, provided equipment and funding for the

study and had representatives on-site during much of Norsworthy's test,

which he called one of the largest of its kind in the nation. Norsworthy's

experiments showed that the company's dicamba, called XtendiMax,

moved off target at least 390 feet in four directions from where it was

sprayed.
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The company later questioned the validity of those results, according to

the Oct. 5 email.

Bayer said Saturday that the UA study was among several that Monsanto

helped fund and that its results were dramatically different from results

of other tests. "This funding imposed no restrictions on the use or

ownership of any data developed by these researchers," Bayer said in a

statement.

Bayer also said the EPA "conducted an extensive review prior to issuing

continued registration for XtendiMax and based its decision on all
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relevant science."

Others disagreed.

"The EPA's own scientists recommended a 135-meter buffer that was

based on poring over scientific studies such as Norsworthy's," said Bill

Freese, an analyst with the Center for Food Safety, one of several groups

that have sued the EPA for its dicamba decision in 2016.

"They saw that as science-based, and that it would also give some

protection to neighboring farmers," Freese said. "It's pretty incredible

when you look at the final decision -- 57 feet-- that EPA higher-ups came

through with. I don't see EFED scientists changing their minds, but I do

think its important to understand the scientists are under a lot of

pressure."

Freese also noted that the EPA has asked for more information on off-

target movement, dicamba's effects on other vegetation, pH levels in soils

and other issues. "The EPA has approved these pesticides for another two

years but, at the same time, they're saying there's so much that we don't

know," he said.

In this file photo Jason Norsworthy, a University of Arkansas professor and weed scientist,

talks to field day visitors in Keiser about the tendency of the herbicide dicamba to drift

from fields.

POLITICS AND SCIENCE

Monsanto released dicamba-tolerant cotton in 2015 and dicamba-



tolerant soybeans in 2016 without having yet gained EPA approval for a

dicamba formulation that became XtendiMax. Monsanto didn't allow

third-party independent testing of its dicamba product for volatility

during that time.

BASF and DowDuPont also have dicamba formulations approved for

another two years.

"It's more evidence of the EPA basing the decision on politics and not

science," Steve Smith, agriculture director of Red Gold, an Indiana-based

tomato processor, and chairman of the Save Our Crops Coalition, told the

Democrat-Gazette by telephone.

"They seem to acknowledge what Jason was saying but, when it came

time to actually publish, they took Monsanto's recommendations point

blank," Smith said. "I can tell you 57 feet is nothing. I can tell you 110 feet

is nothing. I live next to a soybean field, and that farmer did leave a 110-

foot buffer, and my trees still got smoked."

In a Nov. 2 email to Norsworthy and other weed scientists, Bob Nichols, a

scientist and senior director with the research and marketing group,

Cotton Inc., wrote, "Our present experience and data suggest these new

EPA guidelines do not significantly reduce the potential for off-target

movement."

Norsworthy declined to comment on the email exchanges, but the UA

Division of Agriculture issued a statement, saying its scientists have been

asked for help several times by the Plant Board and the EPA.

"Bayer, the registrant, continues to challenge public data to the EPA," the

UA said. "Questions about decision-making and the final label [for

dicamba's use] are the EPA's to answer. We continue to stand behind our

weed scientists. We don't have all the answers to the challenges of

dicamba, and the herbicide's continued use makes it all the more critical

that we ... continue our work in support of the safety of all Arkansas

agriculture."

The EPA has been sued in federal court in Washington state over a study,

alleged to inadequate, of dicamba's environmental effects on endangered

species when it first allowed the herbicide's in-crop use. A couple of

dozen lawsuits, including some in Arkansas, have been filed against

dicamba manufacturers.

In Arkansas this year, farmers were supposed to stop spraying dicamba



on April 16, a cutoff date set by the state Plant Board after receiving

about 1,000 complaints of damage last year.

Monsanto and the other manufacturers attributed most of the problems

to applicator error and implemented training programs that they say have

reduced dicamba's off-target movement and the number of complaints.

While Arkansas had the only ban, other states adopted midseason

changes to their regulations, with cutoff dates based on the calendar or

on air temperatures.

Even with the April 16 cutoff, the Arkansas board received some 200

complaints, most in midsummer, leading officials to believe that some

farmers in the state violated the ban. The board is in the middle of a

process to determine how, or if, dicamba can be used in the state next

year.

FIELD TESTS

Two Crittenden County farmers donated a 240-acre field for

Norsworthy's volatility tests this summer.

A 38-acre plot of Monsanto's dicamba-tolerant beans was set in the

middle of the field, with the rest of the acres planted in beans not dicamba

tolerant. Post-spraying tests showed that, as many as 29 days after

dicamba was sprayed on the 38-acre plot, non-dicamba soybeans

hundreds of feet away had symptoms of dicamba damage. Even plants

covered by buckets and tarps during, and shortly after, application

showed various levels of damage.

Norsworthy provided his Crittenden County study to the EPA in mid-

September, along with other studies conducted elsewhere in Arkansas

and other states. He also presented his study to the Plant Board on Sept.

20.

Six days earlier, Bayer representatives canceled a previously scheduled

visit with Norsworthy to look over the Crittenden County results. John A.

Chambers, a Bayer representative, cited an "urgent conflict" in an email

to Norsworthy to cancel the meeting.

In an Oct. 5 email, Mark Corbin, an Environmental Fate and Effects

Division branch chief, asked Norsworthy to look over an internal draft

prepared two days earlier. The draft said Environmental Fate and Effects

Division's position on Oct. 3 was to recommend an "omni-directional" 60-



meter buffer, or about 196 feet, for fields that may be near endangered

species.

The 196-foot buffers, according to the draft, were "preliminary and

contingent on the results of further evaluation" of Norsworthy's study in

Crittenden County. The draft then noted that the scientists' subsequent

study of Norsworthy's work "suggested that a larger buffer (135 meters)

would be appropriate." A 135-meter buffer would be about 443 feet.

"However, some potentially confounding issues regarding this study were

presented by the registrant as suggestive that the study was not reliable,"

the Environmental Fate and Effects Division wrote in its draft. The draft

then noted that Environmental Fate and Effects Division scientists and

Norsworthy had joined in a conference call Oct. 4 "to get clarification on

the potentially confounding issues."

The "registrant" in that reference was Bayer, whose $66 billion purchase

of Monsanto had closed by then.

Bayer said Norsworthy's study showed much higher levels of off-target

movement and damage than other studies showed.

Norsworthy addressed all seven issues during the conference call,

according to the draft. Norsworthy said Bayer representatives played

prominent roles in portions of his study and that climate conditions and

the geography of eastern Arkansas, near Crowley's Ridge, could have

contributed to more off-target movement there than what was shown in

studies in other states.

The EPA draft also indicated that the Environmental Fate and Effects

Division scientists accepted Norsworthy's formula for assessing visual

soybean damage over Bayer's preferred formula.

The draft concluded: "Based on this discussion, EFED cannot preclude the

use of the Norsworthy data in the expansion of the dicamba action area.

Acceptance of the Norsworthy data as valid results in the

recommendation of a 135-m 'buffer' ... for the purposes of establishing a

protective and technically defensible limit."

The EPA's decision to approve dicamba use also went against at least one

recommendation of the American Association of Pesticide Control

Officers, a body of state regulators, including those in Arkansas. It asked

the EPA in late August to set a conditional year-to-year label --

instructions for use -- for in-crop dicamba.



Judges dismiss
dicamba lawsuit

Smith, of the Indiana tomato processor, has long criticized the use of

dicamba over the top of soybeans and cotton because of its threat to

other crops and vegetation.

He once served on a dicamba advisory board established by Monsanto,

which developed dicamba-tolerant soybeans and cotton along with a

dicamba formulation designed to be less susceptible to moving off target.

Smith has said Monsanto dropped him from the board because of his

criticism.

"The widespread use of dicamba is incompatible with Midwestern

agriculture," he told Congress in 2010, when Monsanto was still

developing its dicamba-tolerant crop system. "Even the best, the most

conscientious farmers cannot control where this weedkiller will end up."
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JFISH NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 8:14 A.M.

This is what happens when you have big companies (Monsanto and

Bayer) who make huge monetary contributions to political campaigns.

Combine that with Agri-businesses where huge profits are the only goal

and good science is thrown out the window. They talk about buffer for

endangered species, what about the hundreds of lower middle class

people who live within a couple of hundred feet of alot of these fields?

Also, where is the Farm Bureau on all of this, when thousands of farmers
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are complaining that it is killing their adjacent crops?

Permalink Report Post

ZEEBRONZ NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 8:59 A.M.

Do you think maybe Monsanto has the EPA bought and paid for? THEY

did the testing, THEY did the determination, the EPA went with their

recommendations despite the recommendations of outside scientists.

Apparently, the solution they want is that all adjacent farms buy their

Decamba-resistant seeds.

Permalink Report Post

KNUCKLEBALL1 NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 9:21 A.M.

The Farm Bureau doesn't care, and yes, I agree when you let the Chemical

Companies do their own testing, it is like letting the Fox guard the Hen

House. You are gonna lose some hens and the Fox is not going to know

what happened to the hen, while all along his belly is full and he has a big

grin on his face.

...........

This is what happens when you cut funding and let people go that are

trained to do this testing all for the sake of smaller government. We The

People get stabbed in the back...!!!!

Permalink Report Post

ARMNAR NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 11:47 A.M.

Who cares? Thanks to Cheetolini, the soybean market is screwed.

Permalink Report Post

GENERALMAC NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 12:12 P.M.

ARMNAR.......so soybeans won't be planted in Arkansas next spring?

Did you major in drama while living in Arkansas or living in Minnesota ?

Permalink Report Post

ILLINOISROY NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 12:27 P.M.

Profit wins out over science, how republican of them.

GMAC, Shhhhhhhh!

Permalink Report Post
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MRCHARLES NOVEMBER 21, 2018 AT 12:40 P.M.

As we all know, as claimed all the time by certain groups, that science is

hardly to be trusted. They have theories and we all know that mean just a

guess, I think. Also from time to time they change their mind about cause

and effect. Once upon a time it was demons that caused mental illness

then it became that they just didnt pull themselves up by their boot

straps. Now they same it is chemical imbalances in the brain sometimes.

But you know who knows better , they say it just because they want to sin

or are slackerds or just want an excuse.

Acid rain, rivers on fire, fracking, water and air you can decide with free

will either to drink/breathe or not puts the results clearly up to you.

To attack the new people, a corporate enity is just wrong. They of course

we are told they will do the right thing, and if they dont and go under the

sancity of contract will allow the top brass to get more money than god

while the meek and mild and those hurt, well life is tough stuff. Some say

this is done to satisfy the share holders and bottom line is what counts

regardless of the results to the real world. That sounds tacky and crass.

After all we need jobs- See Steve martin in the Jerk.

Uncle joe wonders how these things happen, and what political group

wants the goodness of corporate entities and the ha ha Free market to let

things just happen. Clearly the evidence that shows who owns this

unnamed group, can be side tracked by " Look at this car chase".

By the way we dont need no EPA, it is silly to think that silly silly humans

can harm a big old earth.. rivers naturally catch on fire. And volcanoes

cause poor air quality.

DT again shows his thoughts with our muslim friends in SA, who we of

course dont hate just because they are muslims and own sharp knives.

Guess they are trying to be like putin and see how far they can go in the

thuggery world.

Permalink Report Post
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